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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine 

Lacking Hub Extragenesis 
Harmonizing Network Procedure 

 
The interaction of intelligence and frequency create Extragenesis. It is the essence 
and the impetus of the Harmonizing Network. 
 

What? 

The hubs all thrive on a steady diet of Harmonizing Blend and stay highly functional by 

using that energy as a lubricant and a cushion for all the intersections within each hub. 

But it is the powerful Harmonizing Network action of Extragenesis that actually makes 

the hubs do what they do acting as internal centers of connection for all seven systems. 

When the Extragenic action is lacking the hubs malfunction. They attract IERs and other 

forms of imbalance and require refreshing.  

 

Why? 

Extragenic action slows and is affected by the surroundings a person lives within. The 

hubs become depleted and begin attracting IERs and showing a general lack of vitality. 

This is caused by the reduction of the ability to access extragenic energy or lack of 

Extragenesis in the world of the client. Extragenesis is held within the HES of all people. 

But people who are actively engaged with the action of transformation have an 

extragenic resonance and literally radiate the frequency of inspired change.  Whether it 

be a physical, emotional, psychological or spiritual realm or some combination of all four 

it is the compatible resonance of the healer that makes the difference in rectifying Lack 

of Hub Extragenesis. 

 

How? 

Unlike most SAEM procedures this one requires something special of the practitioner.  
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• First- to be really awake to the meaning of Extragenesis and how it plays out in 

your life.  

• Second- To be able to feel and access the quality of Extragenesis within yourself. 

• Third- To awaken to the potential of Extragenesis in you own compatible 

resonance- to identify it and to radiate it out. 

  

Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine 

Lacking Hub Extragenesis 

1. Using the Edge Practice, request permission. 

2. Determine need by dowsing and interview.  

3. Refresh the HES ( which is refreshing the hubs) by bringing in Harmonizing 

Blend into the structure allowing it to plump up any hub that needs it. Check to 

see if Harmonizing Blend is at 100%. 

4. Check to see if any other Harmonizing Energies are needed. Bring in what is 

required and Harmonize the appropriate systems. 

5. When all systems are at 100% for their Harmonizing Energy it is time to radiate 

your own compatible resonance to Extragenesis. 

6. Check to be sure you are at 100% yourself. This would be 100% of all systems 

and of compatible resonance to Extragenesis. [ I suggest this be a regular 

practice at this point in your training. ] 

7. Radiate your own compatible resonance out of each system to demonstrate to 

the client’ Harmonizing Network the frequency of shift- Monitor each system until 

complete. The Harmonizing Network is stimulated by compatible resonance from 

healer to client. Harmonizing energy is “brought in” but is actually evoked out of 

the resonating chamber by compatible resonance as an example- this radiating 

does not deplete the healer- it actually is stimulating and calming at the same 

time.   

8. Bring in Harmonizing the Harmonizing Network  
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9. Bring in Extragenic Integration, Extragenic Blending, Extragenic Witnessing a) 

accepting the potential of growth and change b) accepting you can bring this into 

the world c) accepting the potential of fulfillment and growth, love and complete 

awareness. Extragenic Stabilization: I suggest the Ancestral Stabilization, 

Extragenic Integration and Extragenic Blending. 

10. IBWSIB 
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